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Interaction of moist convection with zonal jets on Jupiter and Saturn
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Abstract

Observations suggest that moist convection plays an important role in the large-scale dynamics of Jupiter’s and Saturn’s atmospher
use a reduced-gravity quasigeostrophic model, with a parameterization of moist convection that is based on observations, to study the
between moist convection and zonal jets on Jupiter and Saturn. Stable jets with approximately the same width and strength as obse
generated in the model. The observed zonal jets violate the barotropic stability criterion but the modeled jets do so only if the flow in
underlying layer is westward. The model results suggest that a length scale and a velocity scale associated with moist convection contr
and strength of the jets. The length scale and velocity scale offer a possible explanation of why the jets of Saturn are stronger and wide
of Jupiter.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Multiple zonal jets in each hemisphere of Jupiter ha
been constant(Garcia-Melendo and Sanchez-Lavega, 20
Porco et al., 2003)in location and intensity since Voyager tim
even though some westward jets violate the barotropic stab
criterion(Ingersoll et al., 1981; Limaye, 1986; Li et al., 2004.
The jets outside the equatorial regions on Saturn are con
with time. HST observations(Sanchez-Lavega et al., 2003)and
recent Cassini observations(Porco et al., 2005)suggest that the
equatorial jets may be constant in time as well, and that o
the altitude of the visible clouds has changed.

Rhines (1975)first demonstrated that zonal jets emerge fr
decaying turbulence, during a process known as an inv
energy cascade.Williams (1978) first applied these ideas t
Jupiter. Voyager observations(Beebe et al., 1980; Ingerso
et al., 1981, 1984)showed that the inverse cascade of
ergy plays an important role in the atmospheres of Jup
and Saturn. Many two-dimensional turbulence models have
dressed the large-scale dynamics of the giant planets in
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way. The forced-dissipative turbulence models(Huang and
Robinson, 1998; Marcus et al., 2000)use either a random
Markov process or positive and negative sources of vorti
at a prescribed scale. The decaying turbulence models(Cho
and Polvani, 1996)drive their simulation by an initial edd
field. One model(Panetta, 1993)is forced by a prescribed ve
tical shear of the zonal wind, which generates the turbule
In all these models, the forces are prescribed, and are no
fected by any feedback from the flow that develops. All mod
succeed in producing jets from turbulence, but the jets are
as intense as the observed jets in Jupiter and Saturn: In
models, the largest value of the curvature of zonal jetsUyy is
never larger than 0.3β. HereU is the mean zonal wind (pos
itive eastward),y is the northward coordinate, andβ is the
planetary vorticity gradient. On Jupiter the largest values
Uyy are of order 2β (Ingersoll et al., 1981; Limaye, 1986
Li et al., 2004).

Models of the thermochemical structure suggest that m
convection (MC) exists in the atmospheres of Jupiter and
urn (Lewis, 1969; Weidenschilling and Lewis, 1973). Observa-
tions from Voyager, ground-based telescopes, and HST s
that a rich meteorological activity including convective stor
exists there as well(Hunt et al., 1982; Carlson et al., 199
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Sanchez-Lavega et al., 1999). The Galileo orbiter and Cassin
flyby revealed important new information about MC in Jupite
atmosphere. The relative humidity of water varies from 10−2

to 1.0 at the 260 K level(Roos-Serote et al., 2000). Light-
ning, which is a good indicator of MC, is associated w
small (<1000 km), distinct, widely-separated cloud featu
that appear suddenly in the cyclonic regions(Little et al., 1999;
Porco et al., 2003)and extend to great height(Banfield et al.,
1998). The MC features are anticyclones(Gierasch et al., 2000
Li et al., 2004), although they appear in cyclonic shear zon
Generally they are either swallowed by the larger anticyclo
ovals like the Great Red Spot (GRS) or pulled apart by the s
of the zonal jets(Li et al., 2004).

One interpretation(Gierasch et al., 2000; Ingersoll et a
2000) of these observations is that MC is providing ene
to the large-scale flow structures in Jupiter’s atmosphere.
model is based on the following concepts: The weather la
which is the region between the base of the water cloud a∼6
bars and the level of emission to space at∼0.4 bars, rests hydro
statically on a much deeper lower layer. The interface is sta
so the potential temperature of the weather layer is greater
that of the lower layer. Heat from the planet’s interior conve
lower layer parcels into parcels whose potential tempera
is equal to that of the weather layer. These parcels rise
the weather layer during a MC event. Steady radiative c
ing converts weather layer fluid back into low-entropy fluid
the lower layer, so there is a net long-term balance. The
events are triggered whenever the weather layer thickness
below a certain threshold, which means that the MC ev
appear in the cyclonic regions, as observed. The injectio
mass into the weather layer generates mesoscale anticyc
(negative) vorticity(Little et al., 1999; Gierasch et al., 200
Li et al., 2004), and the steady radiative cooling generates la
scale cyclonic (positive) vorticity. During the adjustment b
tween the mesoscale forcing from MC and the large-scale f
ing from radiation, the mechanical energy of mesoscale vor
is transferred to large-scale structures, i.e., the GRS and z
jets, by merging with them in an inverse energy cascade(Beebe
et al., 1980; Ingersoll et al., 1981, 1984).

There have been several numerical simulations of MC
Jupiter and Saturn(Stoker, 1986; Yair et al., 1992, 1995; Hue
et al., 2002; Hueso and Sanchez-Lavega, 2001, 2004). However,
the numerical simulation of the interactions between MC
the large-scale dynamics is a relatively new field partly du
the large difference in scale between the mesoscale proc
and the large-scale dynamics. In this paper, we paramet
MC using the available observations, and we study its rol
maintaining the large-scale flow structures in the atmosph
of Jupiter and Saturn. We take the motions below the wea
layer into account in order to get intense westward jets w
curvature larger thanβ. These ideas are tested by a reduc
gravity quasigeostrophic (QG) model.

The assumptions of the QG model do not hold near the e
tor, so we cannot study the equatorial jets, which are strong
westerly on Jupiter and Saturn. A shallow water model(Cho
and Polvani, 1996)generates strong easterly jets at the eq
tor. Deep convection extending through the planet from nort
.
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south(Busse, 1976)makes westerly equatorial jets possible
theory. Numerical models of deep convection(Sun et al., 1993
Christensen, 2001; Aurnou and Olson, 2001; Yano et al., 2
successfully reproduce the westerly equatorial jets, but
models generate fewer jets in the middle and high latitudes
do not address these issues. The global wind profile inclu
strong equatorial jets will be postponed for further research

2. Numerical method

Two-dimensional flow in a rapidly rotating fluid is gov
erned by the QG potential vorticity equation(Pedlosky, 1987
Andrews et al., 1987):

(1)
∂q

∂t
+ J (ψ,q) = S + F,

where the potential vorticityq is ∇2ψ + βy − ψ/L2
d , ψ is

the streamfunction, which is proportional to the thickness
the weather layer,β is the planetary vorticity gradient, an
Ld is the radius of deformation. The non-linear term is
JacobianJ = ψxqy − ψyqx . Friction F is represented by hor
izontal eddy diffusion:F = κh∇2ζ , where the relative vor
ticity ζ is ∇2ψ and κh is the horizontal eddy diffusion co
efficient. The vorticity sourceS consists of two parts: (1)
positive constantSr that represents uniform radiative coolin
and (2) negative bursts, localized in space and time, that
resent MC. When radiative cooling and dynamics make
thickness of the weather layer drop below a critical thre
old at some place, MC will be excited there and will i
crease the thickness of the local weather layer. The assum
of MC excited in the regions where the thickness of the
cal weather layer is small implies that MC will only appe
in the cyclonic bands, which are small-thickness regions
Jupiter. MC therefore creates intense regions of anticycl
vorticity in regions where the large-scale vorticity is cyclon
which is consistent with the observations(Little et al., 1999;
Gierasch et al., 2000; Porco et al., 2003; Dyudina et al., 2
Li et al., 2004).

We parameterize the vorticity source due to MC by a fu
tion with negative parabolic shape in lifetime and radius. T
lifetime, radius and amplitude of the vorticity source due to M
are constrained by observations from Voyager, Galileo, Cas
HST and ground-based telescopes. Large uncertainties ex
these observations, so we explore the parameter space a
a standard model. Galileo and Cassini observations(Little et
al., 1999; Porco et al., 2003)show that the size of MC range
from a few hundred kilometers to a few thousand kilomet
Cassini continuum images(Li et al., 2004)suggest that the
lifetime of MC is 3.5 days, but these measurements refe
storms with lifetime larger than 40 h and diameter larger t
700 km. Obviously, some small convective storms have sho
lifetime. Our standard model has lifetime of 1 day and rad
of 1000 km, although we varied the lifetime between 0.3
6 days and the radius between 250 and 4000 km. The am
tude of the vorticity source due to MC isSmc, which is given
by Sr/Cmc, whereSr is the radiation vorticity source, andCmc
is the fractional area of MC over the global disk, under
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Fig. 1. Dependence of QG model on different initial random patterns: (a) and(c) are two initial random patterns with different amplitudes and length scales; (b) and
(d) are the corresponding steady patterns. For these runs the parameter values are:Tmc = 1 day,Rmc = 1000 km,Smc = 1.0 × 10−9 s−2, Ld = 5000 km, and
κh = 103 m2 s−1. The domain size is 32,000 km in thex andy directions, which is equivalent to 30 longitude degrees (at latitude 30◦) in the x direction and
25 latitude degrees in they direction.
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assumption that the negative vorticity source due to MC is
anced by the positive vorticity source due to uniform radia
cooling. The fractional area of MC is set to 1× 10−4 based
on the Galileo and Cassini observations(Little et al., 1999;
Dyudina et al., 2004). The calculation of the radiation vortic
ity sourceSr is given inAppendix A. We varied the amplitude
of the vorticity source due to MC by a factor of 20. The horizo
tal eddy diffusionκh is set to 103 m2 s−1 to give horizontal eddy
diffusion the same net effect as vertical eddy diffusion, ass
ing that the vertical eddy diffusion is∼10−1 m2 s−1 in the upper
troposphere of Jupiter(Edgington et al., 1999)and the horizon-
tal scale is 100 times the vertical scale for the jovian wea
layer. The radius of deformationLd on Jupiter is unknown bu
has been estimated by different studies.Ingersoll and Cuong
(1981)suggested the radius of deformation is in the range
500–5000 km.Achterberg and Ingersoll (1989)concluded tha
the radius of deformation is likely on the order of 1000 km
comparing their model results with the observations.Dowling
and Ingersoll (1989)estimated the radius of deformation fro
the potential vorticity and offered a value ofLd ∼ 2000 km.
In this study, we set the standard value ofLd as 5000 km to
guarantee smallSr , so that the correspondingSmc can change
l-

-

r

f

in a relatively large range (see Eq.(A.5) in Appendix A). In
addition, the numerical experiments in the next section s
that our QG model is insensitive to the radius of deformat
Without loss of generality, we keepSr andβ constant in all ex-
periments, which is equivalent to fixing the units of length a
time.

Our numerical code for solving Eq.(1) is a finite-difference
scheme with Arakawa’s energy- and enstrophy-conserving
gorithm in space(Arakawa, 1966)and the modified fourth
order Adams–Bashforth algorithm in time(Press et al., 1986).
The latter is initiated by the Runge–Kutta method(Press et al.
1986). A periodic boundary condition is used in thex (zonal)
direction, so a fast Fourier transform and an inverse fast Fo
transform can be performed. Channel walls are used in ty

(meridional) direction(Holton, 1979, p. 252). Such boundary
conditions allow the weather layer to change its total mom
tum. All numerical experiments begin with a random init
streamfunction pattern. The standard domain size is 32,00
in the x andy directions in order to include multiple jets, a
though we have run cases with larger domains in thex andy

directions. The space resolution is generally 250 km in both
rections and the time step is 1000 s in order to capture MC
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Fig. 2. Dependence of QG model on the spatial resolution and domain size. (a) Steady state of the experiment shown inFig. 1 with space resolution 250 km an
domain size 32,000 km in both directions (30 longitude degrees in thex direction and 25 latitude degrees in they direction). (b) Steady state with space resolut
125 km and domain size 32,000 km in both directions (30 longitude degrees in thex direction and 25 latitude degrees in they direction). (c) Steady state with spa
resolution 250 km and domain size 64,000 km in both directions (60 longitude degrees in thex direction and 50 latitude degrees in they direction). (d) Steady stat
with space resolution 250 km and domain size 32,000 km iny direction and 128,000 km inx direction (120 longitude degrees in thex direction and 25 latitude
degrees in they direction). In all experiments of this figure, we use the same initial random pattern as inFig. 1a and the same group of parameters as inFig. 1.
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have verified that the results are independent of the resolu
domain size, and random initial pattern.Fig. 1 displays two
different initial random patterns and the corresponding ste
patterns of streamfunction. The figure shows that the s
steady pattern is developed from the different initial rand
patterns. InFig. 2 we run the numerical model with differen
domain sizes by setting the same initial random pattern a
Fig. 1a and holding the same group of parameters (Tmc = 1 day,
Rmc = 1000 km,Smc = 1.0 × 10−9 s−2, Ld = 5000 km, and
κh = 103 m2 s−1). Fig. 2 shows that the coherent zonal patte
still forms and the zonal wind profile does not change w
the domain size is expanded, although some large-scale
tices are clearly displayed in the largestx domain experimen
(Fig. 2d). Notice that the vortices at∼26,000 km inFig. 2d
alternate in longitude (y direction) with oppositely-signed vor
tices aty ∼ 20,000 km, which is suggestive of a Karman vort
street(Youssef and Marcus, 2003). These large-scale vortice
showed inFig. 2d are aligned around the same latitude so
they do not change the zonal wind profile. However, the
n,

y
e

in

r-

t
-

existence of large-scale vortices and stable zonal wind is a
interesting phenomenon, which is worthy of further study. T
experiments shown inFigs. 1 and 2suggest that our nume
ical model is independent of the initial random pattern,
spatial resolution, and the domain size. Therefore, we use
same initial random pattern (Fig. 1a), the same spatial resol
tion (250 km), and the same domain size (32,000 km in thx

andy directions) for all following numerical experiments.

3. Simulation results

Large uncertainties exist in the radius of deformation,
horizontal eddy diffusion, and the parameters associated
MC. A series of numerical experiments are performed to
plore the parameter space. An example of these numerica
periments, which is run with standard values of parameters
cept for the increased amplitude of the vorticity sourceSmc, is
shown inFig. 3. Figs. 3a–3fshow a time series of stable zon
jets developing from a random initial pattern during the proc
of adjustment between MC and radiation. A statistically ste
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the
bright
Fig. 3. Time evolution of streamfunction pattern forTmc = 1 day,Rmc = 1000 km,Smc = 1.1 × 10−9 s−2, Ld = 5000 km, andκh = 103 m2 s−1. (a) Time= 0
(initial random pattern); (b) time= 1 h; (c) time= 1 day; (d) time= 1 month; (e) time= 1 year; (f) time= 5 years. In this and all other experiments of Jupiter
values ofSr andβ are 2.14× 10−14 s−2 and 4.26× 10−12 m−1 s−1, respectively. The positions of all MCs between 1 and 5 years are shown in (f) (each
cross ‘x’ represents the position of one MC). The domain size is 32,000 km in thex andy directions, which is equivalent to 30 longitude degrees in thex direction
and 25 latitude degrees in they direction.
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large-scale pattern is generated after 1 year, shown inFig. 3e.
Fig. 3e also includes a MC event near the center of the dom
Fig. 3f shows the location of all MC events over a four-year
riod after the large-scale flow had reached a statistically ste
state. This figure demonstrates that MC only appears in
clonic bands.Fig. 4 is the corresponding zonal wind profi
for the steady state phase of the experiment shown inFig. 3.
The width of the modeled stable jets (half wavelength of
zonal wind profile) is a few thousand kilometers, and the p
zonal wind is around 20 m s−1. Both width and strength of th
modeled jets have the same order of magnitude as the obs
jets outside the equatorial regions on Jupiter.Fig. 5displays the
time series of energy of the experiment shown inFig. 3. The
time series of energy suggests that the developed zonal je
tern is in a statistically steady state after the initial adjustme

Parameter space exploration in certain ranges around
dard values is shown inFig. 6. In general, no clear zonal pa
terns are developed beyond these ranges. The figure show
the widthLjet and strengthVjet of the jets in our experiment
are insensitive to the radius of deformation and the horizo
eddy diffusion coefficient. The widthLjet and strengthVjet vary
directly with the parameters associated with MC:Rmc, Tmc, and
.

y
-

k

ed

at-
.
n-

hat

l

Smc. Hence, we define a velocity scaleV = RmcTmcSmc/2 and
a length scaleL = √

V/β. Fig. 7shows thatLjet/L andVjet/V

do not change as we vary the parameters associated with
In other words, our experiments suggest that the width and
plitude of stable jets are controlled by the length scaleL and
velocity scaleV . Actually, the velocity scaleV represents the
tangential velocity that is generated at the edge of a MC e
at the end of its lifetime. The length scaleL is the same as th
Rhines scale

√
Vjet/β when the velocity scaleV is proportional

to the amplitude of the jetsVjet. The above results also sugge
that the parameters of MC do not change the curvatureUyy of
the zonal wind profile because the curvature is proportiona
Vjet/L

2
jet. Further exploration of parameter space of MC ve

fies this point:Fig. 8shows that the ratio between the curvat
of the jets and the planetary vorticity gradient varies aro
0.5, but the ratio is never larger than 1. This is consistent w
the barotropic stability criterion, which says that flow is sta
whenβ −Uyy > 0 and may be unstable whenβ −Uyy changes
sign.

To get the observed strong zonal wind withβ − Uyy chang-
ing sign around the westward jets, we invoke motions be
the weather layer. The Galileo probe measured winds dow
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the 20-bar level and found that the equatorial eastward je
creased with depth within the weather layer and stayed con
at a high velocity from 5 to 20 bars(Atkinson et al., 1998).
Study of the coupled magnetic field and zonal flow in the in
rior of Jupiter(Kirk and Stevenson, 1987; Liu and Stevens
2003)suggests that retrograde (westward) deep flow will e
in middle and high latitudes and prograde (eastward) deep
will exist in equatorial regions. In this paper, the deep flow
assumed to be zonal and steady in the whole domain. The
responding QG model including the zonal deep flows is dyn
ically equivalent to a one-layer model with meridionally va
ing solid bottom topography, called the reduced-gravity mo

Fig. 4. Zonal wind profile for the steady state portion of the experiment sh
in Fig. 3.
-
nt

-

t
w

r-
-

l

n

(Dowling and Ingersoll, 1989). The gravityg is interpreted as
g′ = g�ρ/ρ, where�ρ is the density difference between t
weather layer and the deep layer, andρ is the mean density o
the weather layer. The stability criterion for the weather la
jets is changed into(Pedlosky, 1987, pp. 478–478):

(2)β − Uyy + 1

L2
d

(U − U2) = βeff − Uyy > 0,

where the deep zonal velocity isU2, and the effective plan
etary vorticity gradient isβeff = β + (U − U2)/L

2
d . The in-

equality (2) shows that the weather layer jets would be st
provided(U − U2) > L2

d(Uyy − β). Sinceβeff is largest when
the deep flowU2 is strong and westward relative to the weat
layer flow U , the curvatureUyy will increase asU2 becomes
more negative.Fig. 9 shows that the observed sharp westw
jets with curvatureUyy larger thanβ can be simulated with
uniform westward deep flow. The westward deep flow offe
possible and simple explanation of why the weather layer
remain stable even though they violate the barotropic stab
criterion.

The experiments for Jupiter suggest that the width
strength vary directly with the lifetime, radius, and amplitu
of MC. The limited observations from Voyager, HST, groun
based telescopes, and Cassini(Sanchez-Lavega et al., 199
Porco et al., 2005)have shown giant convective storms in S
urn’s atmosphere with diameter around a few thousand kilo
ters and lifetime around a few weeks. In addition, observat
(Beebe et al., 1992; Sanchez-Lavega et al., 1991, 1996)and nu-
merical simulations(Sayanagi et al., 2004)suggest that very
giant convective storms play an important role in the dynam
of Saturn’s equatorial atmosphere. These observations also
gest that Saturn has fewer convective storms than Jupiter
can simulate the wide and strong zonal jets of Saturn relativ
Jupiter by increasing the lifetime and radius of MC and decr
ing the fractional area of MC over the global disk.Fig. 10shows
a comparison between the model result and the observed
wind profiles in the middle latitudes of Saturn, and is to be co
pared withFigs. 4 and 9for the middle latitudes of Jupiter. Th
result suggests that the large differences of width and stre
of the jets between Jupiter and Saturn are probably due to
l
in the
Fig. 5. Time series of global averaged energy for the experiment shown inFig. 3: potential energyPE (solid line), total kinetic energyKE (dashed line), and zona
kinetic energyKEzonal (dotted line)—the part associated with the zonal windU . The initial energies are not zero, but they are small compared to the energies
steady state.
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Fig. 6. Parameter space explorations. (a) Width of jetsLjet (half wavelength of zonal wind profile) as a function of different parameters: (I) radius of deformatioLd

(unit: km); (II) horizontal eddy diffusion coefficientκh (unit: m2 s−1); (III) lifetime Tmc of MC (unit: day); (IV) radiusRmc of MC (unit: km); (V) amplitudeSmc
of vorticity source of MC (unit: 10−12 s−2). (b) Same as (a) except for the amplitude of jetsVjet. The asterisk symbol (*) in (a) and (b) represents the experim

with the standard values (Ld = 5000 km,κh = 103 m2 s−1, Tmc = 1 day,Rmc = 1000 km, andSmc = 2.14× 10−10 s−2).

Fig. 7. The ratiosLjet/L andVjet/V for different values of the parameters associated with MC: (a)Ljet/L; (b) Vjet/V . (I) Only changing the lifetime of MC;
(II) only changing the radius of MC; (III) only changing the average amplitude of MC. The asterisk symbol (*) in (a) and (b) represents the experimenth the
standard values.
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Fig. 8. Exploring the ratioUyy/β in the space of lifetime and radius of MC, for four different amplitudes of MC: (a)Smc = 1.0 × 10−10 s−2;
(b) Smc = 2.0× 10−10 s−2; (c) Smc = 3.0× 10−10 s−2; (d) Smc = 4.0× 10−10 s−2.
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different characteristics of MC (lifetime, size and frequenc
What controls the characteristics of MC in Jupiter and Satu
proposed for further study.

4. Conclusions and discussions

Our study suggests that MC can drive the zonal jets in th
mospheres of Jupiter and Saturn. The width and strength o
jets are controlled by the length scale and velocity scale a
ciated with MC. The length scale and velocity scale also o
an explanation for the different width and strength of jets
Jupiter and Saturn. Sharp westward jets with curvature la
than the planetary vorticity gradient can be simulated with w
ward flow below the weather layer.

There are strong equatorial eastward jets in Jupiter
Saturn. Our QG model and previous QG models of the
ant planets(Panetta, 1993; Marcus et al., 2000)are not suit-
able to study the equatorial regions. Decaying turbulenc
a shallow water model cannot generate eastward equa
jets(Cho and Polvani, 1996). Observations(Little et al., 1999;
Sanchez-Lavega et al., 1999; Porco et al., 2003, 2005; Li e
2004)show that MC is active in the equatorial regions of Jup
and Saturn. Therefore, the idea of MC driving jets should
tested in equatorial regions with new numerical models.

Laboratory models are important as a way to study
mospheric dynamics. Previous laboratory models drive the
either with a radial temperature gradient in a rotating b
cooled from above(Condie and Rhines, 1994)or sources and
s
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e

o-
r

r
-

d
-

n
ial
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-
ts
l

sinks of the same size on the bottom of a rotating annular
(Sommeria et al., 1989). Here, we suggest that the latter labo
tory experiment should be redone with uniform small sinks
a few large sources from the bottom.
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Appendix A. Calculation of radiation vorticity source

To calculate the radiation vorticity sourceSr , we start with
conservation of mass for the weather layer

(A.1)Dh/Dt + h0∇· ⇀

V = ḣr + ḣmc,

where the thicknessh of the weather layer ish0 + h′, and
the average thicknessh0 is much larger than the perturbatio

thicknessh′. The divergence of the horizontal velocity is∇· ⇀

V ,
the rate of thickness increase due to mass removed from
weather layer by net radiation iṡhr , a negative quantity, an
the rate of thickness increase due to mass added to the we
layer by MC from the deep underlying layer iṡhmc, a posi-
tive quantity. The outgoing energy flux due to net radiation
assumed asFr . Therefore, we haveFr = −Cp�θρḣr , where
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Vo
Fig. 9. Observed and simulated zonal wind profiles in the middle latitudes of Jupiter. (a) Observed wind profile in the middle latitudes of Jupiter from Cassini. The
range of latitudes is chosen with the same size as the domain size of our experiments. (b) Modeled zonal wind profile of Jupiter with same parameters inFig. 1
except for westward deep flowU2 = −80 m s−1. The thin solid curves are defined byd2U/dy2 = β , and are centered on the westward jet maxima.

Fig. 10. Observed and simulated zonal wind profiles in the middle latitudes of Saturn. (a) Observed wind profile in the middle latitudes of Saturn fromyager.
(b) Modeled zonal wind profile of Saturn withTmc = 1 day,Rmc = 2000 km,Sr = 1.26× 10−15 s−2, Smc = 4.2× 10−11 s−2 (fractional areaCmc = 3.0× 10−5),
Ld = 5000 km, andκh = 103 m2 s−1.
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Cp is the specific heat,�θ is the potential temperature of th
weather layer minus that of the deep layer, andρ is the mean
density of the weather layer.

The large-scale vorticity equation(Holton, 1979) of the
weather layer is

(A.2)Dζ/Dt + βv + f0∇· ⇀

V = 0.

The streamfunctionψ is defined asg′h′/f0, where g′ =
g�ρ/ρ = g�θ/θ is the reduced gravity of the two-layer Q
model andf0 is the Coriolis parameter. Combining Eqs.(A.1)

and (A.2)and eliminating∇· ⇀

V , we have

(A.3)Dζ/Dt + βv − (f0/h0)(Dh/Dt − ḣr − ḣmc) = 0.

From ψ = (h′/f0)(g�θ/θ), we haveDh/Dt = Dh′/Dt =
(f0θ/g�θ)Dψ/Dt . SubstitutingDh/Dt into Eq. (A.3), we
have

Dζ/Dt + βv − (
1/L2

d

)
Dψ/Dt = ∂q/∂t + J (ψ,q)

(A.4)= −(f0/h0)(ḣr + ḣmc),

where the potential vorticityq is ∇2ψ + βy − ψ/L2
d and the

radius of deformationLd is
√

gh0�θ/(f 2
0 θ). Therefore, sub

stituting ḣr into Eq. (A.4) and using the pressureP = ρgh0,
we have

(A.5)Sr = −(f0/h0)ḣr = γgFr/
(
Pf0L

2
d

)
,

where γ is the ratio of the gas constantR to the specific
heatCp. So by settingγ = 1/3,g = 24 m s−2, Fr = 5.7 Wm−2,
P = 5 × 105 Pa,f0 = 1.7 × 10−4 s−1, andLd = 5000 km, we
haveSr = 2.14×10−14 s−2 for Jupiter. Likewise, we haveSr =
1.26× 10−15 s−2 for Saturn by settingγ = 0.28,g = 9 ms−2,
Fr = 2 W m−2, P = 10 × 105 Pa,f0 = 1.6 × 10−4 s−1, and
Ld = 5000 km.
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